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“Call to me and I will answer you, and will tell you great and 

hidden things which you have not known.” Jeremiah 33:3

Dr Mark Deming

DNA: Evolution’s Newest “Golden Child”?
Questions About origins of

life have been around for a

long time. The two major views

today are creationism (God

directly created all forms of life

on earth and then let them vary

through descendents), or evolu-

tion (chance reactions, condi-

tions and mutations are suffi-

cient to describe all life on earth with no need for a

creator). 

At the time of Darwin, evolution theory was

focused on observables like actual bones and fea-

tures—internal and external—of living creatures,

and the comparison of preserved features in the fos-

sil record. The more recent Neo-Darwinian theory

focuses on the mechanism of mutation and natural

selection in the genes. Since the 1960’s there has

been a push to use first proteins, and then DNA to

show that differences between organisms can be

explained best by evolution. Some modern adherents

to evolution feel the DNA evidences are superior to

fossil evidences, especially as it deals with hominid

origins and connections to the ape/monkey families.

September speaker Dr. Mark Deming* even heard

(at a talk about problems with fossil evidences of

human evolution) an audience member commenting

that the “bones don’t really matter as they really only

use DNA” today! Mark’s talk will focus on three

questions:

What is DNA and what do we know about it? 

What is this evolutionary evidence from

DNA, and how conclusive is it? 

Are humans and chimpanzees only 1% to 5%

different based on DNA?

Do not miss this month’s DsA meeting, to be

held on Saturday, September 15, 2012, from 9 to

11:30AM, and–for this month only–we will meet at:

Oregon City Evangelical Church 

1024 Linn Avenue  Oregon City, Oregon

*Dr. Mark Deming received a B.S. in Chemistry from California

State University at Los Angeles and a Ph.D. in Chemistry from

the University of Southern California. He has been studying

the debates and evidences of creation vs evolution since the

mid 1980’s and has given many lectures and talks relating to

issues on this topic. He currently is a teacher at Portland

Community College in both chemistry and math departments.

NOTE
meeting
location!

Check map or MapQuest!

This 3-day camping adventure to Central Oregon 
is sure to be a rare and interesting educational
opportunity. Steve Hayley, John Hergenrather, and
Marianne Pike will help us consider God’s handi-
work in the biology of the High Desert. Brent Carter
and Craig Marcus from Idaho will help us explore
evidences of Ice Age inhabitants who lived in the
area. Brent and Dennis Bokovoy will bring to life
geological history from a biblical perspective. Please
find more information and register on our website.
More trip details will be sent upon registration.
The cost includes special fieldbooks and two

night’s tent camping fees at the comfortable
Tumalo State Park (with solar-heated showers). 
We have reserved a special area for our group tents
and vehicles. If you need a FULL RV HOOK UP or 
a yurt, please make your own reservations ASAP 
at (800) 452-5687.

Guides:Steve Hayley, John Hergenrather,
Marianne Pike, Brent Carter, 
Dennis Bokovoy, and Craig Marcus.

Date: September 23-25, 2012
Time: Meet at 1:00 pm, at Tumulo State

Park
Cost: $155 per family 
Registration:

www.creationencounter.com/tours
More info:

john@creationencounter.com 

Central Oregon Family
Camping Adventure
September 23–25, 2012

Part of a Juniper Old Growth 

Forest seen on this outing.

Dry River Canyon
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Greetings, 

Thanks for praying for and supporting the Grand

Canyon Christian Leaders Trip (CLT). 

On the trip, we had 24 men from 5 countries

(USA, Russia, Australia, England, and Romania), in

addition to our 4 team-members and the 4 boatmen.

Eight or nine of the men were old-earth or on the

fence regarding the age of the earth; the rest were

young-earthers of varying degrees of conviction and

understanding. The group included seminary and

Christian college professors, administrators, key

pastors, an administrator of a major evangelical

organization with thousands of members, and a

national director of youth ministries with over thou-

sands of churches. This year’s group might repre-

sent the greatest overall potential impact on the

body of Christ of any of our five CLTs. 

In our first review of the trip’s impact on the par-

ticipants, the trip leaders believe we might have

seen the greatest amount of change in the partici-

pants’ positions on creation and the Flood during a

trip. Strong young-earthers were strengthened in

their convictions as they learned scientific evidence

and biblical arguments, which they had previously

not fully considered. Wavering young-earthers were

solidified and stabilized. Old-earthers were chal-

lenged to study our biblical and scientific evidence

with greater determination to find the truth and sev-

eral men seemed to have made significant changes

in their positions and their attitude with regard to

young-earth teaching and defenders. 

As we came to the final couple of days of this

year’s trip, God did something He had not done on

our previous trips…He gave us pouring rain and

cracking thunder! One of the heaviest rains came at

2:30 AM (soaking a few sleeping bags) and in about

45 minutes produced a miniature canyon right

through the middle of our camp. As it turned out,

that little canyon became a great teaching example

the next morning to help those who were having

trouble grasping how the Flood could have pro-

duced what we see in Grand Canyon. The rain also

presented a challenge the following day while we

were eating lunch on a sandy beach along the river.

Just as lunch was about ready, the wind came and

blew the umbrella away, followed by a deluge of

rain. The wind and rain produced a humorous “feed-

ing frenzy” as everyone attempted to make sand-

wiches and eat them before they became soaked

bread-balls (guess you had to be there). But within

minutes, the canyon walls were spewing hundreds

of waterfalls and several significant flash flood

flows, which turned the clear Colorado River into

the color of chocolate milk. Everyone felt privileged

to see such a magnificent display of the majesty and

power of our Creator. All the rain and wet gear

could not dampen the participants’ enthusiasm for

this trip and all of its experiences and lessons

learned. God is at work in their lives and we may

yet see an even greater outpouring of our Lord’s

work in them in the days ahead. 

We had many great Q&A discussion times in

camp and lots of good conversations one-on-one. It

was encouraging to hear some of the young-earth-

Grand Canyon Christian Leaders Trip Update
ers, themselves, lovingly challenge some of the old-

earthers in their personal conversations. Many of

the men forged new friendships and new partner-

ships for future ministry. We are anticipating this

group will advance the cause of young-earth cre-

ationism through many venues and opportunities

including academic courses, speaking, publishing,

and electronic media. 

Here are two testimonies from men on the trip,

one a young-earth creationist and one an old-earth

creationist. 

YEC: “In my personal case, I’ve been a literal 6-

day creationist holding to a literal global flood for

nearly 20 years. I was introduced to AiG in the

early 90’s…so, the primary impacts to me on this

trip were: 1) I gained a greater appreciation for

God’s grace and wrath by seeing firsthand the

effects of the Flood—esp. touching the Great

Unconformity! 2) I gained a level of respect for and

relationships with those who currently don’t hold to

that view as a result of the time spent in the canyon.

3) I gained a great(er) respect for the 4 men who led

the trip—both by sitting under their instruction and

seeing them relate to a number of scholars holding

to a different view.” 

OEC: “This may sound odd, but I have never real-

ly sat down and had a proper talk about creation

with a young-earth creationist. This was my first

proper interaction (other than through reading). I

love the way you challenge the scientific consensus!

I now need time to properly process what I have

heard. I am not convinced but I am open. And my

mind must be captive to the word of God.” 

Beyond the trip, your support allowed us to ship a

box of books and DVDs to each of the men, plus

they were all sent a list of recommended resources

on different topics from web articles to other books

and DVDs. So we will continue to pray for the men

who are still hesitant to fully believe Genesis, that

they will make time to study further and really see

they must be captive to the Word of God rather than

bow the knee to the scientific consensus. And we

pray the Lord will deepen the convictions of the

young-earthers and make them more effective in

proclaiming and defending the truth of Genesis in

their spheres of influence in these days when

Genesis 1-11 is under relentless attack from skeptics

as well as sincere, but misguided, Christians. Please

pray with us that what these men produce through

their writing and speaking will contribute to a

greater revival in Genesis studies committed to the

authority of Scripture and its historical accuracy and

integrity—all to the glory of God. 

For the 2013 trip, we already have 4 key men

signed up (one being our first participant from

Africa) with many outstanding invitations waiting

for a reply. Each year it has taken about 150-200

invitations to fill the two rafts with 24 men, so

please pray with us that God will lead us to the men

He wants on the trip next year. 

We want to thank DSA for your prayers and your

generous financial support of this special project.

We look forward to your continued involvement in

our Lord’s mighty work.

Because God is our Creator,

Andrew, Bill, Terry, & Tom

For more information on the 
Christian Leaders Trip, see:

www.CanyonMinistries.com
and click on Christian Leaders Trip
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